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ABSTRACT

Observations were made of the interstellar polarization on eight selected stars with the Kitt Peak 36-in. reflector. The
telescope was found, in 1961, to be free of instrumental polarization thanks to careful aluminization procedures.

THIS paper is one in a continuing series in thisJournal. Eight stars were especially selected to
be as far away and as faint as possible with the available
equipment, and also to have uniform color charac
teristics. The observations of these eight stars are
presented here. A detailed discussion of the results, and
of those obtained on brighter stars, will be made in a
following paper.

I. Filter Tracings
The filters used in this program were traced anew,

with the Cary 14 spectrophotometer of the Kitt Peak
National Observatory. We thank the Observatory for
the use of this fine instrument and we thank Mr. S. F.
Pellicori who made all tracings.

Table I describes the tubes and filters and the result
ing wavelengths. Table I of Gehrels and Teska (1960)
is hereby superseded. The principal changes are the
addition of a filter near 1.19 m-1, especially important for
the interstellar polarization, and the use for shorter
wavelengths of an EMI 62555 phototube which has a
quartz window. The Ri filter of Table I is temporary
and will be replaced by an interference filter that does
not have a "tail" of transmission out to 1 /x.

The values of the effective wave numbers are defined
by
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The average color of the stars of the present paper was
taken into account for secz= 1.0 at 7000 ft altitude, and
the sensitivity curves of the phototubes (as provided
by the manufacturer) were used, as well as the tracings
of our filter transmissions. The values of (1/X)eff have
an estimated probable error of ±0.03.

2. Instrumental Polarization
About 10 stars were observed with the Kitt Peak

36-in. reflector in order to determine the instrumental
polarization. As usual in this program, the stars were
chosen from the Behr (1959) catalogue with the polari
zation, p<0.0008 mag. Even if these small polarizations
are real, the average observed polarization should be
zero because the 10 selected stars show a nearly uniform
distribution of position angles.

The average of the observed polarizations with the

Table I. Filters and phototubes.

Filter (lA)e
Eff. wavel.

in fx
Multiplierbphototubes Description of the filtersb

N 3.04 0.33 EMI 62555

U 2.79 0.36 EMI 62555

B 2.33 0.43 EMI 62555
G, 1.95 0.51 EMI 62555
G2 1.85 0.54 RCA 7102
R i 1.39 0.72 RCA 7102
R2 1.19 0.84 RCA 7102
I 1.05 0.95 RCA 7102

st. th. C.S. 7-54; plus 8.7 mm thickness of a
solution: 98% NiS04-6 HaO, 420 g/liter,
and 2% CuS04-5 H»0, 260 g/liter; plus
T̂ -in. thickness of fused silica.

2 mm UG 2, plus 2 mm CuS04-5 H20, 260
g/liter, plus -fV-in. of fused silica.

st. th. C.S. 5-57, plus st. th. GG 13.
2 mm C.S. 3-71, plus 2 mm BG 18.
2 mm C.S. 3-71, plus 2 mm BG 18.
i st. th. C.S. 2-64, plus J st. th. C.S. 1-58.
I st. th. C.S. 2-64, plus st. th. C.S. 5-57.
st. th. C.S. 7-56.

» The reciprocal of (1/X)«ff.
bEMI=EIectra Megadyne Inc.; RCA = Radio Corporation of America; C.S.<=>Corning Specification; UG, etc., are Jena glass filters; st. th. =stoct

thickness.

*Reprinted with permission from the Astronomical Journal, Vol. 71, No. 2, March 1966 — No. 1337. Contributions
from the Kitt Peak National Observatory, No. 146.
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